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A series of tales take readers from Tijuana to an L.A. suburb following Delfino Juarez, a young
construction worker.
The topic of "illegal" immigration has been a major aspect of public discourse in the United States and
many other immigrant-receiving countries. From the beginning of its modern invocation in the early
twentieth century, the often ill-defined epithet of human "illegality" has figured prominently in the
media; in vigorous public debates at the national, state, and local levels; and in presidential
campaigns. In this collection of essays, contributors from a variety of disciplines - anthropology, law,
political science, religious studies, and sociology - examine how immigration law shapes immigrant
illegality, how the concept of immigrant illegality is deployed and lived, and how its power is wielded
and resisted. The authors conclude that the current concept of immigrant illegality is in need of
sustained critique, as careful analysis will aid policy discussions and lead to more just solutions.
The children of the past decade's influx of immigrants comprise a second generation far different than
any this country has known before. Largely non-white and from the world's developing nations, these
children struggle with complex problems of racial and ethnic relations in multicultural urban
neighborhoods, attend troubled inner city schools, and face discriminatory labor markets and an economy
that no longer provides the abundant manufacturing jobs that sustained previous generations of
immigrants. As the contributors to The New Second Generation make clear, the future of these children is
an open question that will be key to understanding the long-range consequences of current immigration.
The New Second Generation chronicles the lives of second generation youth in Miami, New York City, New
Orleans, and Southern California. The contributors balance careful analysis with the voices of the
youngsters themselves, focusing primarily on education, career expectations, language preference, ethnic
pride, and the influence of their American-born peers. Demographic portraits by Leif Jensen and Yoshimi
Chitose and by Charles Hirschman reveal that although most immigrant youths live at or below the
official poverty line, this disadvantage is partially offset by the fact that their parents are
typically married, self-employed, and off welfare. However, the children do not always follow the course
set by their parents, and often challenge immigrant ethics with a desire to embrace American culture.
Mary Waters examines how the tendency among West Indian teens to assume an American black identity links
them to a legacy of racial discrimination. Although the decision to identify as American or as immigrant
usually presages how well second generation children will perform in school, the formation of this selfimage is a complex process. M. Patricia Fernandez-Kelly and Richard Schauffler find marked differences
among Hispanic groups, while Ruben G. Rumbaut explores the influence of individual and family
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characteristics among Asian, Latin, and Caribbean youths. Nativists frequently raise concerns about the
proliferation of a non-English speaking population heavily dependent on welfare for economic support.
But Alejandro Portes and Richard Schauffler's historical analysis of language preferences among Miami's
Hispanic youth reveals their unequivocal preference for English. Nor is immigrationan inevitable
precursor to a swollen welfare state: Lisandro Perez and Min Zhou and Carl L. Bankston demonstrate the
importance of extended families and ethnic community solidarity in improving school performance and
providing increased labor opportunities. As immigration continues to change the face of our nation's
cities, we cannot ignore the crucial issue of how well the second generation youth will adapt. The New
Second Generation provides valuable insight into issues that may spell the difference between
regeneration and decay across urban America.
From debates on Capitol Hill to the popular media, Mexican immigrants are the subject of widespread
controversy. By 2003, their growing numbers accounted for 28.3 percent of all foreign-born inhabitants
of the United States. Mexican Immigration to the United States analyzes the astonishing economic impact
of this historically unprecedented exodus. Why do Mexican immigrants gain citizenship and employment at
a slower rate than non-Mexicans? Does their migration to the U.S. adversely affect the working
conditions of lower-skilled workers already residing there? And how rapid is the intergenerational
mobility among Mexican immigrant families? This authoritative volume provides a historical context for
Mexican immigration to the U.S. and reports new findings on an immigrant influx whose size and character
will force us to rethink economic policy for decades to come. Mexican Immigration to the United States
will be necessary reading for anyone concerned about social conditions and economic opportunities in
both countries.
Latino/a Thought
Mexican Revolutionary Intrigue, 1906-1920
An African American and Latinx History of the United States
Deportation Nation
Immigration, Repatriation, and California Farm Labor, 1900-1939
Outsiders in American History
Free to Move
The largest social movement by people of Mexican descent in the U.S. to date, the Chicano Movement of
the 1960s and 70s linked civil rights activism with a new, assertive ethnic identity: Chicano Power!
Beginning with the farmworkers' struggle led by César Chávez and Dolores Huerta, the Movement expanded
to urban areas throughout the Southwest, Midwest and Pacific Northwest, as a generation of selfproclaimed Chicanos fought to empower their communities. Recently, a new generation of historians has
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produced an explosion of interesting work on the Movement. The Chicano Movement: Perspectives from the
Twenty-First Century collects the various strands of this research into one readable collection,
exploring the contours of the Movement while disputing the idea of it being one monolithic group.
Bringing the story up through the 1980s, The Chicano Movement introduces students to the impact of the
Movement, and enables them to expand their understanding of what it means to be an activist, a Chicano,
and an American.
Before 1882, the U.S. federal government had never formally deported anyone, but that year an act of
Congress made Chinese workers the first group of immigrants eligible for deportation. Over the next
forty years, lawmakers and judges expanded deportable categories to include prostitutes, anarchists,
the sick, and various kinds of criminals. The history of that lengthening list shaped the policy
options U.S. citizens continue to live with into the present. Deportation covers the uncertain
beginnings of American deportation policy and recounts the halting and uncoordinated steps that were
taken as it emerged from piecemeal actions in Congress and courtrooms across the country to become an
established national policy by the 1920s. Usually viewed from within the nation, deportation policy
also plays a part in geopolitics; deportees, after all, have to be sent somewhere. Studying
deportations out of the United States as well as the deportation of U.S. citizens back to the United
States from abroad, Torrie Hester illustrates that U.S. policy makers were part of a global trend that
saw officials from nations around the world either revise older immigrant removal policies or create
new ones. A history of immigration policy in the United States and the world, Deportation chronicles
the unsystematic emergence of what has become an internationally recognized legal doctrine, the farreaching impact of which has forever altered what it means to be an immigrant and a citizen.
In the present electronic torrent of MTV and teen flicks, Nintendo and Air Jordan advertisements,
consumer culture is an unmistakably important -- and controversial -- dimension of modern childhood.
Historians and social commentators have typically assumed that the child consumer became significant
during the postwar television age. But the child consumer was already an important phenomenon in the
early twentieth century. The family, traditionally the primary institution of child socialization,
began to face an array of new competitors who sought to put their own imprint on children's
acculturation to consumer capitalism. Advertisers, children's magazine publishers, public schools,
child experts, and children's peer groups alternately collaborated with, and competed against, the
family in their quest to define children's identities. At stake in these conflicts and collaborations
was no less than the direction of American consumer society -- would children's consumer training rein
in hedonistic excesses or contribute to the spread of hollow, commercial values? Not simply a new
player in the economy, the child consumer became a lightning rod for broader concerns about the
sanctity of the family and the authority of the market in modern capitalist culture. Lisa Jacobson
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reveals how changing conceptions of masculinity and femininity shaped the ways Americans understood the
virtues and vices of boy and girl consumers -- and why boys in particular emerged as the heroes of the
new consumer age. She also analyzes how children's own behavior, peer culture, and emotional investment
in goods influenced the dynamics of the new consumer culture. Raising Consumers is a provocative
examination of the social, economic, and cultural forces that produced and ultimately legitimized a
distinctive children's consumer culture in the early twentieth century.
Dozens of selections from firsthand accounts, introduced by David J. Weber's essays, capture the
essence of the Mexican American experience in the Southwest from the time the first pioneers came north
from Mexico.
A History of Chicanos
The Origins of U.S. Policy
Repatriation Pressures, 1929-1939
Racial Geographies across Mexico and the United States
They Should Stay There
Culture, Politics, and Society
A Portrait
Immigration and Nationality Act

Earlier in this century, over one million Mexican immigrants moved to the United States, attracted by the prospect
of work in California's fields. The Mexican farmworkers were tolerated by Americans as long as there was enough
work to go around. During the Great Depression, though, white Americans demanded that Mexican workers and
their families return to Mexico. In the 1930s, the federal government and county relief agencies forced the
repatriation of half a million Mexicans--and some Mexican Americans as well. Camille Guerin-Gonzales tells the
story of their migration, their years here, and of the repatriation program--one of the largest mass removal
operations ever sanctioned by the U.S. government. She exposes the powers arrayed against Mexicans as well as
the patterns of Mexican resistance, and she maps out constructions of national and ethnic identity across the
contested terrain of the American Dream.
During the Chicano Movement in the 1960s and 1970s, the idea of Aztlán, homeland of the ancient Aztecs, served
as a unifying force in an emerging cultural renaissance. Does the term remain useful? This expanded new edition
of the classic 1989 collection of essays about Aztlán weighs its value. To encompass new developments in the
discourse the editors have added six new essays.
Using her observations of the Fourth World Women's Conference held in China in 1995 as a foundation, the author
examines the history and current situation of Latinas and attempts to place them in a global context. After
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examining the goals, objectives, and atmosphere of the Conference, she analyzes the Chicana feminist movement
and its legacy and how Chicanas have struggled to relate to the Conference and its platform. She then profiles
U.S. Latinas and presents data on their reality in today's world. The response to the Americanization process is
then examined, as are U.S. expansionist policies. An important synthesis for students and researchers in Chicana
and Women's Studies.
Forgotten Dead uncovers a neglected chapter in the story of American racial violence, the first comprehensive
study of lynching of hundreds of persons of Mexican origin or descent.
Historical Roots of the Mexican Americans
Mexican Women in Twentieth-Century America
From Out of the Shadows
Deportation
Unwanted Mexican Americans in the Great Depression
Crimmigration Law
The Line Between Us
Among the Repatriated
When the United States declared war on Spain in 1898, rumors abounded throughout the nation that the
Spanish-speaking population of New Mexico secretly sympathized with the enemy. At the end of the
war,The New York Timeswarned that New Mexico's "Mexicans professed a deep hostility to American ideas
and American policies." As long as Spanish remained the primary language of public instruction,
theTimesadmonished, "the majority of the inhabitants will remain 'Mexican' and retain a pseudoallegiance [to Spain]." This perception of Spanish-speaking New Mexicans as "un-American" was widely
shared. Such allegations of disloyalty, coupled with the prevalent views that all Mexican peoples were
racially non-white and "unfit" to assume the rights and responsibilities of full citizenship, inspired
powerful reactions among the Spanish-speaking people of New Mexico. Most sought to distinguish
themselves from Mexican immigrants by emphasizing their "Spanish" roots. Tourism, too, began to foster
the myth that nuevomexicanos were culturally and racially Spanish. Since the 1950s, historians,
sociologists, and anthropologists have dismissed the ubiquitous Spanish heritage claimed by many New
Mexicans. John M. Nieto-Phillips, himself anuevomexicano,argues that Spanish-American identity evolved
out of a medieval rhetoric about blood purity, or limpieza de sangre, as well as a modern longing to
enter the United States's white body politic.
Historian Vicki L. Ruiz here provides the first full study of Mexican-American women in the 20th
century, in a narrative that is greatly enhanced by Ruiz's skillful use of interviews and personal
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stories, capturing a vivid sense of the Mexicana experience in the United States. For this new edition,
Ruiz includes a preface that continues the story of the Mexicana experience in the United States, as
well as the growth of the field of Latina history. What emerges from the book finally is a much-needed
portrait of a very distinctive culture in America.
Latino/a Thought brings together the most important writings that shape Latino consciousness, culture,
and activism today. This historical anthology is unique in its presentation of cross cultural
writings—especially from Mexican, Puerto Rican, and Cuban writers and political documents—that shape
the ideology and experience of U.S. Latinos. Students can read, first hand, the works or authors who
most shaped their cultural heritage. They are guided by vivid introductions that set each article or
document in its historical context and describe its relevance today. The writings touch on many themes,
but are guided by this book's concern for a quest for public citizenship among all Latino populations
and a better understanding of racialized populations in the U.S. today.
Crimmigration Law is a must-read for law students and practitioners seeking an introduction to the
complex legal doctrine and practice challenges at the merger of immigration and criminal law.
Perspectives from the Twenty-First Century
Critiques, Experiences, and Responses
Aztlán
Mexican Workers and American Dreams
Magonistas, Socialists, Wobblies, and Communists in the Mexican-American Working Class
Metaphors of Latinos in Contemporary American Public Discourse
In Defense of La Raza
The Secret War in El Paso

An intersectional history of the shared struggle for African American and Latinx civil
rights Spanning more than two hundred years, An African American and Latinx History of
the United States is a revolutionary, politically charged narrative history, arguing that
the “Global South” was crucial to the development of America as we know it. Scholar and
activist Paul Ortiz challenges the notion of westward progress as exalted by widely
taught formulations like “manifest destiny” and “Jacksonian democracy,” and shows how
placing African American, Latinx, and Indigenous voices unapologetically front and center
transforms US history into one of the working class organizing against imperialism.
Drawing on rich narratives and primary source documents, Ortiz links racial segregation
in the Southwest and the rise and violent fall of a powerful tradition of Mexican labor
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organizing in the twentieth century, to May 1, 2006, known as International Workers’ Day,
when migrant laborers—Chicana/os, Afrocubanos, and immigrants from every continent on
earth—united in resistance on the first “Day Without Immigrants.” As African American
civil rights activists fought Jim Crow laws and Mexican labor organizers warred against
the suffocating grip of capitalism, Black and Spanish-language newspapers, abolitionists,
and Latin American revolutionaries coalesced around movements built between people from
the United States and people from Central America and the Caribbean. In stark contrast to
the resurgence of “America First” rhetoric, Black and Latinx intellectuals and organizers
today have historically urged the United States to build bridges of solidarity with the
nations of the Americas. Incisive and timely, this bottom-up history, told from the
interconnected vantage points of Latinx and African Americans, reveals the radically
different ways that people of the diaspora have addressed issues still plaguing the
United States today, and it offers a way forward in the continued struggle for universal
civil rights. 2018 Winner of the PEN Oakland/Josephine Miles Literary Award
The first edition was the recipient of the Gustavus Myers Center for the Study of Human
Rights Award as an outstanding work on intolerance and violation of basic rights. During
the Great Depression, a sense of total despair plagued the United States. Americans
sought a convenient scapegoat and found it in the Mexican community. Laws forbidding
employment of Mexicans were accompanied by the hue and cry to "get rid of the Mexicans!"
The hysteria led pandemic repatriation drives and one million Mexicans and their children
were illegally shipped to Mexico. Despite their horrific treatment and traumatic
experiences, the American born children never gave up hope of returning to the United
States. Upon attaining legal age, they badgered their parents to let them return home.
Repatriation survivors who came back worked diligently to get their lives back together.
Due to their sense of shame, few of them ever told their children about their tragic
ordeal. 'Decade of Betrayal' recounts the injustice and suffering endured by the Mexican
community during the 1930s. It focuses on the experiences of individuals forced to
undergo the tragic ordeal of betrayal, deprivation, and adjustment. This revised edition
also addresses the inclusion of the event in the educational curriculum, the issuance of
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a formal apology, and the question of fiscal remuneration.
Images of Baseball: Mexican American Baseball in Los Angeles celebrates the flourishing
culture of the great pastime in East Los Angeles and other communities where a strong
sense of Mexican identity and pride was fostered in a sporting atmosphere of both fierce
athleticism and social celebration. From 1900, with the establishment of the Mexican
immigrant community, to the rise of Fernandomania in the 1980s, baseball diamonds in
greater Los Angeles were both proving grounds for youth as they entered their educations
and careers, and the foundation for the talented Forty-Sixty Club, comprised of players
of at least 40, and often over 60, years of age. These evocative photographs look back on
the great Mexican American teams and players of the 20th century, including the famous
Chorizeros--the proclaimed "Yankees of East L.A."
In this thoroughly researched work, Juan Javier Pescador traces the history of popular
devotion to the Santo NiAo de Atocha, one of the the most prominent religious figures for
households between Zacatecas, Mexico, and Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo
Raising Consumers
Teaching about the Border and Mexican Immigration
Mexican Immigration to the United States
Constructing Immigrant 'Illegality'
Forgotten Dead
Crossing Borders with the Santo Niño de Atocha
The Story of Mexican Migration and Repatriation during the Great Depression
A guide to identifying and dating rugs by means of weaving materials, providing historical background on the great Navajo weavers and
traders.
This third edition of the widely acclaimed classic has been thoroughly expanded and updated to reflect current demographic, economic, and
political realities. Drawing on recent census data and other primary sources, Portes and Rumbaut have infused the entire text with new
information and added a vivid array of new vignettes and illustrations. Recognized for its superb portrayal of immigration and immigrant lives
in the United States, this book probes the dynamics of immigrant politics, examining questions of identity and loyalty among newcomers, and
explores the psychological consequences of varying modes of migration and acculturation. The authors look at patterns of settlement in urban
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America, discuss the problems of English-language acquisition and bilingual education, explain how immigrants incorporate themselves into
the American economy, and examine the trajectories of their children from adolescence to early adulthood. With a vital new chapter on
religion—and fresh analyses of topics ranging from patterns of incarceration to the mobility of the second generation and the unintended
consequences of public policies—this updated edition is indispensable for framing and informing issues that promise to be even more hotly and
urgently contested as the subject moves to the center of national debate..
Radicals in the Barrio uncovers a long and rich history of political radicalism within the Mexican and Chicano working class in the United
States. Chacón clearly and sympathetically documents the ways that migratory workers carried with them radical political ideologies, new
organizational models, and shared class experience, as they crossed the border into southwestern barrios during the first three decades of the
twentieth-century. Justin Akers Chacón previous work includes No One is Illegal: Fighting Racism and State Violence on the U.S.-Mexico
Border (with Mike Davis).
In Indian Given María Josefina Saldaña-Portillo addresses current racialized violence and resistance in Mexico and the United States with a
genealogy that reaches back to the sixteenth century. Saldaña-Portillo formulates the central place of indigenous peoples in the construction of
national spaces and racialized notions of citizenship, showing, for instance, how Chicanos/as in the U.S./Mexico borderlands might affirm or
reject their indigenous background based on their location. In this and other ways, she demonstrates how the legacies of colonial Spain's and
Britain's differing approaches to encountering indigenous peoples continue to shape perceptions of the natural, racial, and cultural landscapes
of the United States and Mexico. Drawing on a mix of archival, historical, literary, and legal texts, Saldaña-Portillo shows how los
indios/Indians provided the condition of possibility for the emergence of Mexico and the United States.
The Los Angeles Mexican Consulate and the Mexican Community, 1929 to 1936
Mob Violence Against Mexicans in the United States, 1848-1928
Decade of Betrayal
Occupied America
The New Second Generation
Immigrant America
The Making of Spanish-American Identity in New Mexico, 1880s-1930s
The Language of Blood
Winner of the 2010 Spur Award for Best Contemporary Nonfiction from Western Writers of America The Mexican Revolution could
not have succeeded without the use of American territory as a secret base of operations, a source of munitions, money, and
volunteers, a refuge for personnel, an arena for propaganda, and a market for revolutionary loot. El Paso, the largest and most
important American city on the Mexican border during this time, was the scene of many clandestine operations as American
businesses and the U.S. federal government sought to maintain their influences in Mexico and protect national interest while
keeping an eye on key Revolutionary figures. In addition, the city served as refuge to a cast of characters that included
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revolutionists, adventurers, smugglers, gunrunners, counterfeiters, propagandists, secret agents, double agents, criminals, and
confidence men. Using 80,000 pages of previously classified FBI documents on the Mexican Revolution and hundreds of Mexican
secret agent reports from El Paso and Ciudad Juarez in the Mexican Ministry of Foreign Relations archive, Charles Harris and
Louis Sadler examine the mechanics of rebellion in a town where factional loyalty was fragile and treachery was elevated to an art
form. As a case study, this slice of El Paso's, and America's, history adds new dimensions to what is known about the Mexican
Revolution.
How foot voting outperforms ballot box voting -- Foot voting and federalism -- Foot voting and international migration -- Foot voting
in the private sector -- Foot voting and self-determination -- Problems and keyhole solutions -- The foot voting constitution -Implications for international law and global governance -- Conclusion : prospects for a foot voting future.
When resentment surges during the Great Depression in a Texas border town, Estrella, fifteen, organizes a protest against the
treatment of tejanos and soon finds herself witih her mother and baby brother in Mexico.
Features lessons and readings on the history of the Mexican border and discusses both sides of the current debate on Mexican
immigration.
The Chicano Movement
Mexican American Baseball in Los Angeles
Mexican Repatriation in the 1930s
Antonio's Gun and Delfino's Dream
California Farm Labor
True Tales of Mexican Migration
Women of Color at the Fourth World Women's Conference
Children and the American Mass Market in the Early Twentieth Century
Thirteen Chicano scholars draw upon their personal experiences and expertise to paint a vivid, colorful portrait of what it means to
be a Chicano. "We have come a long way," says Arnulfo D. Trejo, editor of this volume, "from the time when the Mexicano silently
accepted the stereotype drawn of him by the outsider." He identifies himself as a Chicano, and his "promised land" is Aztlán, home
of the ancient Aztecs, which now provides spiritual unity and a vision of the future for Chicanos. In these twelve original
compositions, says Trejo, "our purpose is not to talk to ourselves, but to open a dialogue among all concerned people." The
personal reactions to Chicano women's struggles, political experiences, bicultural education and history provide a wealth of
information for laymen as well as scholars. In addition, the book provides the most complete recorded definition of the Chicano
Movement, what it has accomplished, and its goals for the future. Contributors: Fausto Avenda o Roberto R. Bacalski-Martínez
David Ballesteros José Antonio Burciaga Rudolph O. de la Garza Ester Gallegos y Chávez Sylvia Alicia Gonzales Manuel H.
Guerra Guillermo Lux Martha A. Ramos Reyes Ramos Carlos G. Velez-I. Maurilio E. Vigil The University of Arizona Press's
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Century Collection employs the latest in digital technology to make previously out-of-print books from our notable backlist available
once again. Enriching historical and cultural experiences for readers, this collection offers these volumes unaltered from their
original publication and in affordable digital or paperback formats.
Signed in 1848, the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ended the war between the United States and Mexico and gave a large portion
of Mexico’s northern territories to the United States. The language of the treaty was designed to deal fairly with the people who
became residents of the United States by default. However, as Richard Griswold del Castillo points out, articles calling for equality
and protection of civil and property rights were either ignored or interpreted to favor those involved in the westward expansion of
the United States rather than the Mexicans and Indians living in the conquered territories.
"The danger of deportation hangs over the head of virtually every noncitizen in the United States. In the complexities and
inconsistencies of immigration law, one can find a reason to deport almost any noncitizen at almost any time. In recent years, the
system has been used with unprecedented vigor against millions of deportees. We are a nation of immigrants--but which ones do
we want, and what do we do with those that we don't? These questions have troubled American law and politics since colonial
times. Deportation Nation is a chilling history of communal self-idealization and self-protection. The post-Revolutionary Alien and
Sedition Laws, the Fugitive Slave laws, the Indian ""removals,"" the Chinese Exclusion Act, the Palmer Raids, the internment of
the Japanese Americans--all sought to remove those whose origins suggested they could never become ""true"" Americans. And
for more than a century, millions of Mexicans have conveniently served as cheap labor, crossing a border that was not official until
the early twentieth century and being sent back across it when they became a burden. By illuminating the shadowy corners of
American history, Daniel Kanstroom shows that deportation has long been a legal tool to control immigrants' lives and is used with
increasing crudeness in a globalized but xenophobic world."
Here, for the first time in English—and from the Mexican perspective—is the story of Mexican migration to the United States and
the astonishing forced repatriation of hundreds of thousands of people to Mexico during the worldwide economic crisis of the Great
Depression. While Mexicans were hopeful for economic reform following the Mexican revolution, by the 1930s, large numbers of
Mexican nationals had already moved north and were living in the United States in one of the twentieth century's most massive
movements of migratory workers. Fernando Saul Alanis Enciso provides an illuminating backstory that demonstrates how fluid and
controversial the immigration and labor situation between Mexico and the United States was in the twentieth century and continues
to be in the twenty-first. When the Great Depression took hold, the United States stepped up its enforcement of immigration laws
and forced more than 350,000 Mexicans, including their U.S.-born children, to return to their home country. While the Mexican
government was fearful of the resulting economic implications, President Lazaro Cardenas fostered the repatriation effort for
mostly symbolic reasons relating to domestic politics. In clarifying the repatriation episode through the larger history of Mexican
domestic and foreign policy, Alanis connects the dots between the aftermath of the Mexican revolution and the relentless political
tumult surrounding today's borderlands immigration issues.
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As We See Ourselves
Caballero
One Hundred Years of Navajo Rugs
Brown Tide Rising
A Historical Novel
Autobiography of a Mexican American
All the Stars Denied
Foot Voting, Migration, and Political Freedom

Written by a Mexican-American woman and her coauthor during the 1930s and 1940s, Caballero remained unprinted and unavailable
to the public for over 50 years. The novel examines the impact of the 1846-48 war with Mexico on a tejano family and particularly on
Mexican women. Paper edition (unseen), $19.95. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
"...awash under a brown tide...the relentless flow of immigrants..like waves on a beach, these human flows are remaking the face of
America...." Since 1993, metaphorical language such as this has permeated mainstream media reporting on the United States' growing
Latino population. In this groundbreaking book, Otto Santa Ana argues that far from being mere figures of speech, such metaphors
produce and sustain negative public perceptions of the Latino community and its place in American society, precluding the view that
Latinos are vested with the same rights and privileges as other citizens. Applying the insights of cognitive metaphor theory to an
extensive natural language data set drawn from hundreds of articles in the Los Angeles Times and other media, Santa Ana reveals
how metaphorical language portrays Latinos as invaders, outsiders, burdens, parasites, diseases, animals, and weeds. He convincingly
demonstrates that three anti-Latino referenda passed in California because of such imagery, particularly the infamous anti-immigrant
measure, Proposition 187. Santa Ana illustrates how Proposition 209 organizers broadcast compelling new metaphors about racism to
persuade an electorate that had previously supported affirmative action to ban it. He also shows how Proposition 227 supporters used
antiquated metaphors for learning, school, and language to blame Latino children's speech—rather than gross structural inequity—for
their schools' failure to educate them. Santa Ana concludes by calling for the creation of insurgent metaphors to contest oppressive
U.S. public discourse about minority communities.
Decade of BetrayalMexican Repatriation in the 1930sUNM Press
U.S. Chicanas and Latinas Within a Global Context
Radicals in the Barrio
Essays on the Chicano Homeland. Revised and Expanded Edition.
Foreigners in Their Native Land
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Indian Given
The Chicanos
A Legacy of Conflict
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